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From the Editor’s Desk
A record number of lives saved last summer is a hard act to follow but we are
on target to do it again this season. These outstanding achievements are the
result of a strong membership and a vibrant organisation.
The season began with our NZ Life Members coming together for the first
time. While we celebrated national awards for last summer’s achievements, the
presence of 35 Life Members provided the chance to reflect on the invaluable
contribution of so many members over our 95 year history.

all our
achievements
are the result
of a strong
membership
and a vibrant
organisation

Two new initiatives were recently introduced to further develop our valuable
members. Patrol Captains play an important role beyond ‘simply’ leading
patrols. They are a significant part of a newly qualified member’s experiences
and therefore a major player in the success of retaining Club members.
Patrol Captains from Bay of Plenty and Northern Region attended a two day
workshop in September. Patrol Captains from the remaining seven Districts
attended the second workshop in Masterton three weeks later.
Coaches also play a vital role in the retention of new members by providing
opportunities for members to enhance their skills and make them feel part of a
team. Surf Life Saving’s commitment to developing coaches extends beyond
just providing accreditation. Nearly 50 coaches attended the successful NZ
Coach Conference in November.
These investments to develop and support our people who perform two vital
roles in their Clubs will pay dividends by further strengthening our organisation
– strong membership, strong organisation.
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heads up
news briefs from the surf life saving headquarters

heads up...
swim Champs
After just three years the NZ Surf Life Saving Swim

R & R demise

NZ Champs on TV

Champs are now the largest national swimming

For the first time in many years, this years NZ

championships. Entry numbers of close to 500

Championships will be televised. The one hour

were received, nearly doubling the number of

highlights show will screen on TV2 the weekend

participants in three years. This year a team

following the National Championships.

from Australia also competed as a build up to

Rescue and Resuscitation events have been part of

the World Championships in February. Results

the national programme for over 80 years, but no

www.surflifesaving.org.nz key word ‘swim

longer. After a slow demise in the traditional event

champs’

in Districts, the event will no longer be contested as
a NZ Championship title.

Club grants on the up

Goodwill gone
The Goodwill boat event was cancelled this year
through a lack of entries by Clubs. Although in its

Don’t throw reels out ...

While the total grant from NZLGB was comparative

fourth year, with a number of specific surf boat

The NZ Masters Championships will be held at East

with last year, The Club allocation from SLSNZ has

events on the annual calendar, there is now a

End beach a day before the NZ Championships

increased 25%. For Piha for example, the Club

saturation of events for surf boat crews to enter.

begin at Oakura. The NZ Masters are often

receives $22,800, up 27% on last year. Smaller

organised by a local Club and once again East

Clubs such as Riversdale on the Wairarapa Coast

End Club is providing an opportunity for masters.

receive $7,080 this year, up 114% on last year. The

Significantly R and R events are included in the

grant does not include the Club insurance, which

programme, showing R and R is not ready to be

SLSNZ pays for from its own income.

forgotten just yet. www.surflifesaving.org.nz
key word ‘Masters’

17 weeks TV
programming this
summer
TVNZ continues its support of Surf Life Saving with
17 weeks of programming this summer. Beginning

District grants remain
the same

in March the Lion Foundation Surf League will be
televised over three weeks on TV 2, followed by a

The grant allocated to Districts from NZLGB’s

Life Saving Championships. Piha Rescue will air for

On line membership
application

funding remains similar to last year at $595,000

13 consecutive weeks on TV One. Last summer,

Members can now apply directly to a Club for

(600,000 2004/05). SLSNZ reallocated the

Piha Rescue was watched by an average of

membership. While it is unlikely this will generate

increased Club funding by reducing its own ‘share

520,000 viewers... each week. Ratings and airtime

an increase in memberships it will significantly

of the cake’, while maintaining a status quo

other organisations would love to have even a small

reduce the need to complete the paper form, have

environment for Districts. www.surflifesaving.

part of.

someone else interpret the writing, reducing data

org.nz key word ‘grants’

highlights package of the NZ Community Trust Surf

errors and Club time spent inputting data are the
key objectives.
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Surf Sports - a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

Boogie Boards a plenty
With the support of toll call service provider

New Zealand / Australia
relationship

2006 International
Lifesaving Conference

CallSouth, SLSNZ was able to provide 1,000 new

In the last 12 months a much stronger trans-

A number of Surf Life Saving New Zealand

Boogie Boards to Districts for the Beach Education

tasman relationship has been established than in

members will attend the 2006 International

programme. Last summer 44,000 children

previous years, formalised by the development and

Lifesaving conference in Geelong which is being

attended Beach Ed, many entering the surf for the

signing of a strategic partnership at both the NZ

run by Surf Life Saving Australia in conjunction with

first time.

and Australian AGM’s.

Rescue 2006. www.surlifesaving.org.nz key
word ‘Conference’

Ocean Thunder
The New Zealand Surf Boat crew CRC 5.56
comprised of members from Red Beach and
Paekakariki SLSC’s are heading for a third
placing overall at the Ocean Thunder Surf Boat
event in Australia. Ocean Thunder is a high
profile professional Surf Boat event for “24 Elite”

Nivea Sun Rescue of the
Month

New Junior Surf Manual

Club notice boards will carry information about

The Junior Surf Manual recently underwent a three

and entertaining. Ocean Thunder is based at

entries for the Nivea Sun Rescue of the Month.

yearly review, while very few changes were made to

DeeWhy Beach on the New South Wales coast in

Most Districts run a Rescue of the Month

the content of the manual, the design and layout is

Australia. www.surflifesaving.org.nz key word

competition and each District forwards its best

now consistent with all other SLSNZ manuals. The

‘Ocean Thunder’

entries to the NZ Rescue of the Month. For more

2005 Junior Surf Manual is now available to the

information, www.surflifesaving.org.nz key

membership

National Open Men’s Crews. Created especially for
television, it has a format that is extreme, impactive

word ‘Rescue’

On line equipment
ordering
Reluctant to become a product supplier at first,
SLSNZ is now committed and is increasing its
capacity as a supplier of equipment to Clubs

New Zealand Team named

D-Squad update

introducing a range of non lifesaving equipment as

The full New Zealand Team for Rescue 2006 will be

well this season. A new on line order system is now

Twelve Development Squad athletes travelled to

named on December 10 following the Swimming

established for Clubs. It is anticipated that next

Sydney in December to compete at round three

Commonwealth trials. Nine of the twelve athletes

summer this will expand to include non equipment

of the New South Wales Premiership at North

in the team were named at the October Swim

items and make sales to Clubs and expand this to

Wollongong and a local Sydney Water carnival.

Champs. www.surflifesaving.org.nz

members.

The team competed very well with many of them

key word ‘World Champs’

stepping up and competing in the open age group
with exceptional results. www.surflifesaving.
org.nz key word ‘Development’
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surf life saving new zealands weekend of celebrations
bp surf rescue awards and dhl in it for life awards

Surf Life Saving
New Zealand’s weekend of

Celebration
Surf Life Saving New Zealand celebrated its annual awards weekend with the BP Surf Rescue Awards and the DHL In it
for Life Awards on the 16th and 17th of September. The weekend of celebration was an opportunity to acknowledge the
achievements and dedication of the organisations members in particular the 37 Life Members, 35 of whom were present
with their partners at the weekend’s functions.

The 2005 Awards weekend truly embraced the In it for life principle of Surf Life Saving by bringing it’s Life Members together in Wellington for the first time. The 35
Life Members and their partners were honoured guests at a special luncheon on Friday afternoon, celebrating the accumulative 3000 years of service which they
have given to Surf Life Saving.
“The number of years of service which these women and men have given to their communities and Surf Life Saving is phenomenal”, said Geoff Barry. “Some of the
oldest Life Members began saving lives on New Zealand beaches in 1929.”
Several Life Members were interviewed by well known New Zealand personality and Waitakere City Mayor Bob Harvey, a Life Member of Surf Life Saving New
Zealand since 1998. The interviews were filmed, preserving the memoirs of some of New Zealand’s oldest lifeguards to be later made into a documentary for
television.
On the Friday night the BP Surf Rescue Media Awards were held recognising the prestigious awards of BP Surf Rescue of the Year and the New Zealand Lottery
Grants Board Lifeguard of the Year. The Awards were also an opportunity to acknowledge and recognise the work of the media in preventing drowning and
injury on New Zealand Beaches through the presentation of Best Surf Lifesaving Photo in Print, Best Surf Life Saving Story in Print, Most Significant Print Media
Contribution to Surf Life Saving and Most Significant Media Commitment to Surf Lifesaving.
Following the SLSNZ AGM on Saturday were the DHL In it for Life Awards which recognised service and distinguished service award winners as well as the DHL
Coach, Instructor, Volunteer and International Performance of the Year and welcomed three new Life Members to SLSNZ.
Alistair Duff, TVNZ

Geoff Barry, SLSNZ and
Stephen Smith, Karekare
Lester Thorley, Waikato Times
- Best Story

Ron Rankin and Greg Nance the President and CEO of Surf Life Saving Australia were also present at both award functions. The In it for Life Awards were kicked off
with a symbolic signing of a strategic alignment between Australia and New Zealand Surf Life Saving.
“This is a significant decision in the history of the two organisations,” said Geoff Barry, “The decision, which is unique amongst national organisations, will see the
alignment of not only lifesaving services but the political and social environment in which surf lifesaving sits.”
The alignment presents opportunities for the members themselves to pursue sport interests on both sides of the Tasman.
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

BP Surf Rescue of the Year
The BP Surf Rescue of the Year was awarded to the Taranaki Rescue

NZLGB Lifeguard of the year

Squad for the November 17 2004 rescue of a kite surfer from almost certain

The 2005 NZLGB Lifeguard of the Year was awarded to Sean Ridler from the

drowning.

Tairua Surf Life Saving Club for his commitment and dedication as a lifeguard

Mark Woodward, Adam Fraser, Kent Fraser, Zhaine Northcott, Murray Chong

during the 2004/2005 season.

and Phil Dwyer were paged by the Police at 7.30pm to assist with the search

Since Sean’s initial Surf Life Saving involvement began ten years ago, his

for the kite surfer. He was last seen approximately 1km from shore. With

contribution and undertaking of numerous responsibilities to promote and

the threat of darkness approaching the five immediately launched two IRB’s

support participation in surf lifesaving in both the Bay of Plenty and the Tairua

(inflatable rescue boats) to begin the search.

Club has been truly outstanding.

With the support of a plane flying overhead, the lifeguards spotted the victim

During the 2004/2005 season Sean was the Tairua Club Captain for the

after undertaking a patterned search with the help of GPS for an hour in fading

fourth consecutive year. He instructed Club members at all levels, from Junior

light. After more than four hours in the water the kite surfer was suffering from

Surf through to Senior Lifeguard Schools and IRB qualifications. Organising

mild hypothermia and severe exhaustion.

challenging rescue scenarios, encouraging the implementation of the latest

With night falling, the outcome of this rescue could have been a drowning.
When reaching the shore the victim got down on his knees and kissed the
ground - he clearly believed he would not be saved.
Mr Geoff Barry commended the six on their efforts. “The way in which these
lifeguards carried out the search and then the rescue was highly professional,
they executed an almost text book rescue with a very positive outcome.
Without those lifeguards involved in the rescue, the outcome would have
almost certainly been far less positive.”
Pictured: Taranaki Rescue Squad members - Mark Woodward, Adam Fraser,
Kent Fraser, Zhaine Northcott, Murray Chong and Phil Dwyer

educational and medical techniques, instructing parts of the junior programme
himself and creating a bi monthly newsletter was just ‘something he did.’
Within the District Sean was a Lifeguard Examiner, Patrol Auditor, Head
Regional Guard and Lifeguard Advisory Group member. Not content with just
his Club and District roles, Sean was a senior lifeguard school instructor at
national level. This year Sean initiated a lifeguard exchange between Tairua
and Huntington Beach Life Saving Clubs (USA) as well as coordinating and
managing the continuation of the Coromandel - Bondi Club ANZAC exchange,
with club members travelling to Australia.
Sean is a fantastic embodiment of Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s slogan “in it
or life.” Safety on the beach is his paramount concern, and this is reflected not
only in his ongoing quest to become more skilled, but also in the impressive
patrol statistics for the beaches he has patrolled, and the standards of the
lifeguards he has trained- many who are now senior lifeguards.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand Chief Executive, Geoff Barry, commended Sean.
“Sean’s commitment and dedication to surf lifesaving is outstanding. He is
involved in every facet of surf lifesaving, at club, district and national level, a
member who truly is in it for life.”
Pictured: Sean Riddler and Hon. Annette King
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Media recognition

In it for life awards

Most Significant Print Media Contribution to Surf Life Saving New Zealand

Michael Taylor was awarded the DHL Volunteer of the Year. Michael who is

was awarded to Tom Mayo and VO2 Max Magazine. Since its first issue in

a member of the Riversdale Surf Life Saving Club on the Wairarapa Coast of

Jan 2005, VO2 Max Magazine has continued to support Surf Life Saving by

the North Island was one of seven finalists. Michael was the lifeblood of the

running informative articles and news briefs written by SLSNZ and writers from

Riversdale Surf Life Saving Club last season, performing over 70 hours of

the membership.

volunteer patols- giving most weekends of the summer to patrol the beach.

Best Surf Life Saving Photo in print was awarded to Mark Taylor from the

Michael was the Club’s funding officer, Club Captain, equipment officer,

Taranaki Daily News (now Waikato Times) for his superb IRB shot which,

Chief Instructor and undertook a number of other key roles, keeping the club

according to the judges “Captured all aspects of Surf Life Saving and the

running smoothly and effectively.

human endeavour behind being ‘In it for life.”

“He epitomises the volunteer of Surf Life Saving”, said Geoff Barry. “It is

Best Surf Life Saving Story in print was awarded to Lester Thorley from the

people such as Michael who ensure Surf Life Saving is such a successful and

Waikato Daily Times for his feature article ‘Lifesavers at Work’ which was a

essential part of New Zealand communities.”

snapshot of 24 hours of patrol at Raglan in the Northern Region. The judges

The DHL International performance of the year was a joint award with Morgan

commented that “Lester’s magazine feature encompasses colour, a positive

Foster from South Brighton in Christchurch and Rachael Anderson from

look at Surf Life Saving, highlighting the In it for Life brand slogan through his

the Midway club in Gisborne both winning on their world championship

24 hours spent with Surf Lifeguards. His piece also recognises the value that

performances.

SLS brings to a community like Raglan and its history in the area.”

Rachael won the Women’s Surf Race at the World Lifesaving Championships

Television New Zealand was honoured for their contribution to Surf Lifesaving

in Italy last year and was part of the NZ team which took out second place

with the award for Most Significant Media Commitment to Surf Life Saving.

overall.

This award recognised the valuable contribution TVNZ made to Surf Life Saving
through the screening of both the Lion Foundation Surf League and high rating
Piha Rescue.
Pictured: Vo2 Max Team

Rachael was also a New Zealand team member at the 2005 International
Challenge held in Queensland, where the NZ team was placed second.
Morgan Foster defended his World title to claim his third successive World
Beach Flag title, he also competed successfully at the 2005 International
Challenge.
The DHL Coach of the Year was awarded to Malcolm MacDonald also from
the South Brighton Surf Life Saving Club in Christchurch. Malcolm, who is
a professional Fireman, was one of six finalists. Based in Christchurch and
coaching out of the South Brighton Club, a number of his athletes won
national titles at the NZ Surf Life Saving Championships in Mt Maunganui in
March. Malcolm was also named Surf Life Saving Canterbury’s coach of the
Year in May. Malcolm is himself an accomplished athlete and past NZ title
holder.
Pictured: Phil Rountree General Manager of DHL and Michael Taylor
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Surf Sports - a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

The number of years of service which these
woman and men have given to their communities
and Surf Life Saving is phenomenal

NZ Life Memberships

NZ Service Awards

Three prestigious life memberships were awarded at the conclusion of the In if

A number of service awards were given at the In it for Life awards; Certificate

For Life Awards to Joost Brinck, Noel Kay and David Lean.

of Thanks, Service Awards and Distinguished Service Awards were

Joost Brinck joined Paekakariki in 1953 and gained his Surf Lifeguard

awarded to members from around the country recognising their outstanding

Award in1954. He spent 38 years on Paekakariki’s Management Committee

contribution to Surf Life Saving.

[from 1954 to 1992], during that time he held a number of key positions

Certificate of Thanks

including Treasurer, Club Captain and Chairman. He also spent a term as
SLS Wellington President, Competition Controller, Chief Superintendent and
Registrar as well as Spending six years on the Wellington Judiciary. Joost was
awarded his Club Life Membership in 1974 and a Surf Life Saving Wellington
Life Membership in 1998.

Kapiti Coast District Council
Canterbury Community Trust
New Plymouth District Council
South Taranaki District Council
Horowhenua District Council

Noel Kay joined Eastern United in 1958 and then United North Piha when

Manawatu District Council

Eastern United and United amalgamated. He has spent an accumulated

Taranaki Daily News

twenty-two years on the Club Committee including positions of President,
Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary. Noel was made a Life Member of his
Club in 1985 and was a club delegate to the Northern Region District
between 1984 and 1986. Noel was a District Examiner from1976 – 2005
and was made a Life Member of SLSNR in 2000. For many years Noel was
a NZ Championships Official and spent two years as Director of SLSNZ
Competition and Coaching.
David Lean joined New Plymouth Old Boys in 1964 and has given continuous
service as a lifeguard, coach, manager and administrator since then. David
has spent a total of forty-one years on the Club executive. David was
President from 1978 to 1979 and has spent close to 30 years on fundraising
and youth committees. David was made a Club Life Member in 1996 and
was SLS Taranaki’s President in 2002 / 03. He also spent terms as Vice
President, Delegate, on the Honours and Awards Committee, fundraising

Service Award
Ross Bethell
Anthony Dorreen
Logan Ferguson
Jason Hutchings
Monty McGougan
Stephen Smith
Jim Coe
Billy Doyle
Patricia Horne
Grant Restall
Lyn Loveridge
Jocelyn Urbahn

committee and four NZ Champs Organising Committees. David was made

Distinguished Service Award

a SLS Taranaki Life Member in 2000, held the position of New Zealand Team

Wayne Bennett

Manager from 1984 till 1987, was Vice President of SLSNZ and President

Robert Dyer

from 1991 till1993. In 2003 he was made a member of the SLSNZ Board

Ray Scott

member which he is still today.

Wally Wilson

Pictured: Noel Kay

Grant Crossan
Vaughan Garrett
Eoin Waugh
Pitured: Cory Hutchings and Life Member Pat Ellison
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.
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state of the nations
report from ceo - geoff barry

Chief Executive Officer, Geoff Barry
The 2005 Annual General Meeting, along with various functions, was held in

SLSNZ continues to work closely with the Water Safety Sector as the

Wellington on 16 and 17 September.

Drowning Prevention Strategy (DPS) moves into the first stages of

The SLSNZ Board is:
Graeme Cullen [Chairman]
Heather Kohn
David Lean
Tony Roddan
Brian Velvin
Jim Warwick

implementation. The success of the DPS will come down to the effectiveness
of the governance (leadership) structures put in place to support the strategy.
Currently there is no ‘group’ or organisation responsible for the sector as a
whole. Education is coordinated to some extent by Water Safety New Zealand
but Rescue and Research operates within individual organisations like SLSNZ
and Coastguard New Zealand. Our Lifesaving Manager, Brett Sullivan, has
been working very hard on the development of the National Surf Lifesaving
Strategy, which is closely aligned to the Government’s Drowning Prevention

Other elections included:

Strategy and SLS Australia’s lifesaving strategy. While I do not think there

President John Honnor [OBE]

will be significant changes to the existing service, we will need to develop

Awards Committee Brian Wilson

our thinking, especially in the key areas of ‘Support Services’ and ‘Public

The highlight of the AGM weekend was undoubtedly the presence of 35 (two

Education’. More detail about the strategy is included later in this publication.

absent) SLSNZ Life Members and their partners. SLSNZ hosted a luncheon

Patrols are underway and we have completed the first rescues of the

for these very special guests on Friday and then they were guests at the BP

season. With long-term weather forecasters promising a hot dry summer this

Surf Rescue Awards that evening and the DHL In it for Life Awards the next

could be a big season for our members.

morning. Being in the room with a group of our members, who among them
have provided close to 2000 years of surf lifesaving service, was very humbling.
As you can imagine there were lots of ‘surf stories’ and I can recall one
conversation where two Life Members, who grew up together in surf lifesaving,
identified that the last time they had spoken to each other was 1975.

Over the last two months we held two TUBE (Taking Us Beyond
Expectations) Conferences. Over 150 Patrol Captains (PCs) from around
New Zealand spent a couple of days together considering the important role
they play in the ‘prevention of drowning and injury’ at New Zealand beaches.
The organisation is in very good health given the ability and commitment of

Strategic Initiatives

the members we met at these conferences. These PCs were challenged in

Valuing the contribution of our members is a strategy we are

their thinking, especially in areas to which they have received less exposure. A

working very hard on. The celebrations in and around the Media Awards

key message was the important role PCs play in presenting our ‘brand’ to the

and In it for Life Awards are part of that. New awards have been introduced

2.5 million or so people who go to our beaches every year. That brand is our

and opportunities such as hosting the Life Members demonstrate that

service, how ‘professional’ and capable we are, and that is demonstrated in

commitment. A full list of award winners is available on page 9.

every one of the 150,000 service hours provided last season.

One hundred years of surf lifesaving in New Zealand will be

Further to that, there was much talk about recruitment and retention and

celebrated in 2010. The Life Members’ ‘gathering’ in September started the

we explored just how important the PC is in this area, especially retention.

build-up towards that huge achievement. The SLSNZ Chairman, Graeme

Once a new member receives their Surf Lifeguard Award the PC is a key link

Cullen, announced during that weekend a Board commitment of $125,000 to

in the retention cycle. The experience a new member has on their first patrols

the Centenary Programme. These funds will go towards the projects that are

will greatly influence their thinking about SLS and whether they will stay in the

being planned to celebrate 100 years of surf lifesaving. As these plans evolve

organisation.

we will be working closely with the membership. While SLS started in 1910 in
Wellington and Canterbury, it is hoped that all members, Clubs and Districts
will embrace the 100 years of service and look to incorporate celebrations
within their own planning.
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Surf Sports - a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

One of the key Critical Success Factors in our Strategic Plan focuses on
a ‘positive public perception’ of surf lifesaving in New Zealand. While the most
important component of the ‘public perception’ is what happens on patrol
during the weekend, we are looking to develop our public profile through the
media opportunities available to us.

Sympathies
The passing away of Paul ‘Sniffy’ Kent was a huge loss to his immediate
family and also the Surf Life Saving ‘family’. The ‘Paul Kent Memorial Trophy’
for the Top Club at the New Zealand Swim Championships was presented
to Westshore by Lorraine Kent. SLSNZ also suffered a huge loss with the

Piha Rescue is being filmed again this summer for release in early April.

passing away of Reo Bush from Whakatane and Barney Shegedin from

This has been a great promotion for Surf Life Saving and our members

Taranaki.

throughout New Zealand. The public awareness created, for both water
safety and our brand, has been simply phenomenal. To ensure we

Acknowledgements

maximise the value of the TV time, we have been working with TVNZ to

I am sure many of you will be following the success that Andrea Hewitt

develop key messages that will be played throughout the series and create

is having in her new sport – Triathlon. Having recently qualified for the

even greater value from the programme.

Commonwealth Games, Andrea is following in the footsteps of a number of

Surf Sports will feature on TV2 for four one-hour shows over the
summer. Each show will run from 4.00pm to 5.00pm:
The Surf League		

5, 12, 19 March

The NZ Championships	

26 March

The recently developed High Performance Sport Strategy focuses the
attention of our elite athletes on success at the World Championships. While

our members who have achieved the highest honours in sports other than
SLS:
Kayaking greats Alan Thompson, Grant Bramwell, Ian Ferguson, Paul
McDonald and Geoff Walker;
Anne Jackson (nee Keat), who represented New Zealand in SLS,
Water Polo, Triathlon and Swimming;

there has been considerable dialogue over many years on what is the most

Cheryl George in SLS, Basketball and Netball;

important international sporting event, this strategy clearly articulates the

Steven Ferguson in SLS, Swimming and now Sprint Kayaking;

World Championships as the primary goal for SLSNZ. A number of targets

Trent Bray, Dean Kent, Brent Foster, Anna Robson in SLS &

have been set within the plan and our still water (pool) capability and increased

Swimming.

international competition are two of those.

We wish Andrea, and all other SLS members representing New Zealand, all

We have run national swim championships for four years now and it is time

the best in Melbourne at the Commonwealth Games.

to expand that programme. This year, for the first time, we sent a team to the
Australian Swim Championships, and New Zealand will host an International
Swim Challenge in 2006. Australia demonstrated its commitment to the
growth of pool-based events by sending a team to our Swim Championships.
Supporting this is a growth of pool-based events within the Districts and
SLSNZ is keen to work with Districts who combine together to deliver
‘regional’ events.
Opportunities to take part in international competition are on our doorstep
in Australia. Sending a team to the SLSA Swim Championships was a start
to that. We have a team going to a New South Wales Premiership Carnival
in December and then to the World Championships in 2006. There will be
an International Surf Challenge in Perth in 2007 and the International Swim
Challenge will be in both 2006 and 2007.
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holden helps life guards gear up for summer
vehicle sponsorship

Holden helps lifeguards

gear up for summer
Holden New Zealand has joined Surf Life Saving’s
sponsorship family team to prevent drowning and injury
at New Zealand beaches this summer. With the help of
ten 4 x 4 Holden Rodeos, Surf Lifeguards will be better
equipped to patrol New Zealand’s beaches.
As Surf Life Saving New Zealand develops its National Lifesaving Strategy to
further the efficiency and effectiveness of beach patrols, it is looking towards
additional flexibility in patrolling New Zealand’s diverse coastline.
“It is becoming more apparent that in order to prevent drowning and injury on
New Zealand beaches, lifeguards can no longer just patrol where there are

lifeguards, complete with jet ski and IRBs, set up to respond to conditions on
either the west or east coast.
They support existing club patrols when surf or weather creates heavy
demand on the club patrols, or respond to east coast beach conditions,
which may attract large crowds at places where there are no clubs.
Four of the Holden vehicles have been provided to Surf Life Saving Northern
Region to support the District.
Holden New Zealand Managing Director Brian Mynott said Holden looked
forward to working with Surf Life Saving New Zealand as one of its key
community partners.

surf clubs or where people historically have swum,” says Surf Life Saving New

“This is the second year that Holden has supplied vehicles to Surf Life Saving

Zealand’s Chief Executive, Geoff Barry.

New Zealand.”

“Lifeguards now need to be far more mobile to meet public needs.”

“Last summer saw Holden contribute two 4 x 4s and we believe that this

“As we continue to be an essential, proactive community service, our ability
to patrol New Zealand’s coastline has to become more flexible. Holden New

year’s commitment of ten 4 x 4 Rodeos is testament to the great fit between
both organisations.”

Zealand is helping us to achieve that outcome by supplying us with ten 4 x 4

“Surf lifeguards provide a critical service in communities all over New Zealand

Rodeos,” says Barry.

and we are pleased to be able to make their jobs easier.”

Auckland has a very good example of developing flexibility. The District has

The 10 distinctly red and yellow vehicles will be a common sight on the

established a Lifeguard Support Service (LST), which is a dedicated team of

beaches of Wellington, Auckland, the Bay of Plenty and Canterbury.

Fishermen not getting
message on West Coast beaches
Auckland’s West Coast Lifeguards are frustrated the message is not getting

Anawhata beach. In the last 20 years 36 fishermen have drowned on Auckland’s

through to fishermen after three drownings in a short period.

west coast beaches.

Emma Roberts, the Northern Region’s Director of Lifesaving, said the number

Ms Roberts, a Muriwai Club member said the deaths took a toll on lifeguards

of drownings on west coast beaches within two months was “staggering”.

who recover the bodies, which had sometimes been in the water for days. “We

Fisherman Wen Hai Wu was swept from Flat Rock at Muriwai on October 16

are trying to raise awareness about general safety while at the beach, swimming

and his body later recovered. A fisherman wearing waders was washed off
Ninepin Rock at Whatipu on November 5. His body has yet to be found. A

or fishing, but our attempts do not seem to be getting across to the general
public,” she said.

third, an elderly Asian man was swept off Keyhole Rock by a 1.5m wave at
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

surf lifegurads go the distance
oreti surf club foveaux strait swim - lyall bay paddle across cook strait

22 hardy souls from the Oreti Surf Life Saving Club plunged
into the freezing waters of Foveaux Strait on the 30th of
September to remind people to swim between the flags.

The youngsters taking part are all part of a skills and fitness development

Phil Surgenor said that that the swim was to “raise awareness that when

course is almost impossible.

people come to the beach they should know what the flags are for.”

The Cook Strait has been crossed by human power alone by an extremely

The swim was performed in a relay fashion with the first swimmer of the day

exclusive group of kayakers, swimmers and whaka paddlers. This will be the

Luke Davies kicking off the relay at 6.40 am in 12 degree water.

first known crossing on a paddle board.

The main aim of the event was to raise the surf safety message of “Swim

The crossing will be a grueling challenge for the relay team as the Cook Strait

between the flags,” said race co-ordinator and participant Ryan Bergmans.

is subject to winds blowing directly from the Antarctic and immense tidal flows

“The race was also an opportunity to raise the profile of Oreti Surf Club and get

that pass between the two main islands of New Zealand. It poses arguably one

the team together before the beginning of the patrol season. All in all it was an

of the most difficult crossings on the globe.

extremely successful event.”

Overseeing the crossing attempt is past Lyall Bay member and well known

The swimmers ranged in age from 12 through to 40 years old and completed

Cook Strait swimming conqueror Phil Rush. Co-coordinating the demanding

the swim in 10 hours and 48 minutes. Oreti Surf Life Saving life member John

training programme have been the LBSLC Junior Surf coaches Walter Maxwell

Fogarty, who swam in the support team for John van Leeuwen in his original

and Des Jacobsen.

crossing of Foveaux Strait in 1963 was onboard the support boat to give

Safety is an over-riding priority and the participants will be accompanied

encouragement. “It’s great getting young kids out here rather than all of the
other things that they can get up to,” Mr Fogarty said. “It’s not easy- a lot of
work goes into getting here.”
Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club has decided to follow in Oreti’s wake and try
to complete the same mammoth task, however this time over Cook Strait on
paddle boards.

squad, aiming to participate in local and national surf carnivals with distinction.
The squad has been in training throughout winter for the crossing – which can
often stretch as far as 40 kilometers with tides and wind meaning a straight

throughout the crossing by two launches and IRB’s.
Transpower is the main sponsor covering the costs associated with the
crossing attempt. The crossing will aim to follow the route of the Transpower
submarine cables (commonly referred to as the Cook Strait cables). The cables
enter the water at Fighting Bay on the eastern-most peninsula of the South
Islands Marlborough Sounds, and at Oteranga Bay on Wellington’s southwest

In early December, a 12 strong relay team of Junior Surf members from Lyall

coast in the North Island.

Bay Surf Life Saving Club will attempt a board relay crossing of the notorious
Cook Strait.

Oreti Surf Life Saving Club
swim across the icy waters
of Foveaux Strait.

Lyall Bay set a goal to
conquer Cook Strait
on Paddle Boards.
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regions recieve outstanding support
trust waikato sponsorhip

region recieves

outstanding support

It seems a little odd for Surf Lifesaving Clubs to say
that they have been rescued! But that’s the resounding
message from Waikato’s nine Surf Lifesaving Clubs. They
say that their local Community Trust, Trust Waikato, has
saved them from constant funding uncertainty.
So just how did Trust Waikato orchestrate such a large scale rescue? The
procedure was relatively simple; Trust Waikato had been donating generously
to their regional clubs for many years. In 1999 their current Chief Executive,

extremely hard to spread the Trust Waikato message.”
However, it’s not all about sponsorship; the operational strength of Waikato
Surf Lifesaving is high on Trust Waikato’s agenda. To this end, each
club applies for a donation toward equipment and a range of junior surf
programmes, which since 2000 has amounted to an impressive $800,000.
Five years on and nine rescues completed, Trust Waikato believes that their
financial support pales in comparison to the daily challenges lifeguards face
over the summer months.

Ken Gordon became aware of the funding crisis facing clubs following the
withdrawal of Power New Zealand support.
Trust Waikato was impressed with the operations of their regions’ clubs. The
combination of volunteer efforts, altruistic community service, the involvement
of young people, and making a real difference to people’s lives that the clubs
undertook on a daily basis, neatly aligned with the Trust’s strategic priorities.
They became deeply concerned for the future of Waikato Surf Lifesaving
Clubs and knew that without secure funding, lives would be at risk.
Ken Gordon called a meeting of the nine Waikato clubs and offered them Trust
Waikato sponsorship, on top of their annual donations. “It was a financial
lifeline for clubs,” says Ken Gordon, “and an innovative way for Trust Waikato
to gain promotional opportunities.” The clubs received a secure sum of
money for a three year period, and Trust Waikato gained naming rights.
Club representatives like Dan Harris from Waihi Beach remember the meeting
at Trust Waikato vividly. “We were in real financial danger,” he says. “We
couldn’t plan a future because our focus was simply on raising enough funds
to keep operating. Now that we have a secure sum each year and a strong

Surf Life Saving Clubs
Trust Waikato Hot Water Beach Lifeguard Service
Trust Waikato Onemana Beach Rescue
Trust Waikato Pauanui Surf Life Saving Club
Trust Waikato Raglan Surf Life Saving Club
Trust Waikato Sunset Beach Lifeguard Service

relationship with Trust Waikato, we have grown our Junior Surf programmes

Trust Waikato Tairua Surf Life Saving Club

and seen membership soar.”

Trust Waikato Waihi Surf Life Saving Club

The success of this rescue for all parties has seen Trust Waikato renew its
$114,000 annual sponsorship commitment. “We’ve been delighted with the
opportunities this sponsorship has given us to promote our annual funding

Trust Waikato Whangamata Surf Life Saving Club
Trust Waikato Whiritoa Surf Life Saving Club

round,” says Communications Advisor, Judi Wilson. “Clubs have worked
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Surf Sports - a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

senior guard schools
51 qualify this year

Senior Guard Schools
51 candidates qualified as Senior Lifeguards this year at the three New Zealand schools. The schools run at Muriwai,
Taylors Mistake and Whangamata were intensive weekends of training both theory and skill based covering the more
advanced aspects of lifeguarding.
“The Senior Lifeguard Schools are aimed at up-skilling and reiterating lifeguard practices to candidates before
the summer patrols begin in earnest,” says NZ Lifesaving Manager Brett Sullivan.
“They are taught skills and theories before being tested through scenarios, a fitness test and theory exams.”
“The weekend is extremely intensive covering everything from first aid, tube rescues and beach management
through to rock entries and exits and helicopter jumps.”
Before being eligible to participate in a Senior Guard School, candidates must have completed a least two
seasons of active patrolling, gained their IRB Crewpersons award, First aid level one and radio operators awards
as well as having swum 800 metres in under 14 minutes.
“The standard of candidates across all three schools was extremely impressive,” said Sullivan. “A lot of those
candidates will go on to be head guards at various beaches over the Christmas period, taking with them skills
and practices which they have learnt during the course.”
Greater emphasis on the selection of candidates has placed an emphasis on developing lifeguard’s and their
skills as opposed to attending the school for the purpose of gaining the award alone.
Brent Harvey (Paekakariki SLSC), Julia Toomey (Sumner SLSC) and Nathan Bailey (Whangamata SLSC) were each
awarded top candidate at the three schools.
The SLSNZ Lifeguard schools are currently at the end of a three year cycle of programme delivery. Over winter the
programme will be reviewed with recommendations made as to the direction the programme will take in the future.
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emma roberts
surf lifeguard profile

profile

emma roberts

Self-promotion is something not characteristic of Emma
Roberts. In fact the Northern Region’s newest, and only
ever, female Director of Lifesaving needed a little coaxing
when I tackled her on her suitability for the position.
Luckily I had done my homework.

It may have been her friends she kept going back for, but there is also the

Born and bred in the community of Muriwai, its coastal/rural environment

intensely pivotal and involved role within the club and the region and a role

was, in her own words, the “perfect place to grow up”. After all, having the
beach to learn and grow from is an invaluable benefit. Like many others,
Emma started her long-running involvement with lifesaving early on in the
piece, at age five, as a junior member of Muriwai Surf Lifesaving Club’s Nipper
(Junior) Programme. In recalling these years, she claims to have “hated it”, a
surprising admission from someone who seems to be the very embodiment
of surf lifesaving in this country.

SURF:RESCUE 18

undeniable contributing factor of family involvement that surely helped add
to the level of involvement and responsibility she took on in later years, not
only with Muriwai Club, but also Surf Life Saving Northern Region. For the
past six years, her Dad, Allan Roberts, has been chairperson of the Muriwai
Club. Emma herself has been Club Captain for the past four years, an
familiar to the Roberts household, with two of Emma’s elder siblings filling the
role in previous years with Muriwai. Younger sister Lauren is also a regional
representative in the sporting side of surf lifesaving. Emma herself was
involved competitively, focusing mainly on the discipline of board paddling.
She lists one of her many outstanding accomplishments, and personal
highlights, as winning a medal at Nationals for the open women’s board, and
also competing for Muriwai Club in Florida in 2002 for the Surf Lifesaving

Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

“We all have seasons where in part you question your level of
involvement. We all have times when we say this one is the last, but the
reality is we keep going back, and it’s the people who draw you back.”

World Championships. These days Emma has given away the competitive side

participate in professional lifeguarding over California peak time during the

of surf lifesaving, concentrating more on her huge involvement in the actual

holiday season, with the ultimate goal of expanding lifeguards’ knowledge

lifeguarding aspect. But she is also quick to concede that she decided to give

and enabling them to grow from experiencing different approaches to the

the sport away when younger sister Lauren started beating her!

common goal of saving lives. As well as gaining several lifeguarding awards in

At age 14, she qualified as an active lifeguard, thus enabling her to undertake
all the patrolling duties of a volunteer lifeguard, from first aid and rescues, to
searches and rescue boat work. Volunteer lifeguards are unpaid and they try
to give back to their communities by patrolling weekends and public holidays.
But at age 14 there were other aspects of surf lifesaving that appealed more to
Emma. Training and competing with her mates was one. She admits it “wasn’t
till I was 18 or 19 that I really became interested in the actual lifesaving aspect
of being a clubbie. I guess you put some of it down to maturity, but I think I also
liked the satisfaction and recognition of doing something for my community.”
And Muriwai, one of the most dangerous swimming spots on Auckland’s west
coast, is certainly no picnic to patrol. Its rugged majestic coastline makes it
somewhat appealing to beach-goers, with hundreds of rescues every year.
Muriwai is traditionally known as a fishing spot, yet is also popular with four
wheel drive enthusiasts because of its huge stretch of beach (roughly 43

first aid, and IRB crewing and driving, Emma has also worked hard within her
own club giving back as an instructor to other members, and has also gained
the distinction of being a district examiner of surf lifeguard awards. These
awards and their instruction are vital to ensuring the future of surf lifesaving
in this country. Emma has also achieved academically outside the arena of
surf lifesaving, although she credits her degree, Bachelor of Health Science
– Paramedics, back to experience gained through lifesaving. “I guess if it
wasn’t for surf (lifesaving) I wouldn’t have ended up doing my paramedics.
It definitely helped me develop an interest in that field.” Emma is currently
employed full-time by St Johns as an ambulance officer, a role that she is
“thoroughly enjoying”, as well as serving on the Lifesaving Advisory Committee.
Is it any wonder this accomplished, dedicated young woman received the
honour of being named Northern Region’s DHL Lifeguard of the Year in 2004.
There is little doubt in my mind.

kilometres) and also its accessibility. It is no surprise, then, that these sports

So how does the newest Director of Surf Life Saving Northern Region define

also add to the number of rescues Muriwai lifeguards find themselves involved

her role, and what does she hope to accomplish? She is not hesitant to

in year in and year out.

acknowledge that she is definitely stepping into big shoes, with previous
director Jonathan Webber leaving the position.

“Basically my role as Director is to oversee all lifesaving activities, ranging
from professional lifeguarding done by regional guards, to volunteers. In this
role I will be working with staff on a Patrol Captains’ resource that will serve
as something of an incident guide. I’m really excited about that. What we are
also working toward is our very own centralised training academy, ultimately
with Northern Region having our own accredited course delivery.”

In terms of ability, and also suitability to her newest role of Director of

“Basically my role as Director is to oversee all lifesaving activities, ranging from

Lifesaving, her achievements and involvement in surf lifesaving as a movement

professional lifeguarding done by regional guards, to volunteers. In this role

stand alone. Emma has worked in the capacity of Beach Education

I will be working with staff on a Patrol Captains’ resource that will serve as

Instructor, teaching school age children beach-related things from surf safety

something of an incident guide. I’m really excited about that. What we are also

to ‘Sunsmart’, an extremely valued education tool which involves schools

working toward is our very own centralised training academy, ultimately with

nationwide. She has also filled the role of Regional Lifeguard for the past five

Northern Region having our own accredited course delivery.”

years, during which she undertook the position of Head Regional Guard of
Muriwai for the past two years. In that time she experienced incidents that
challenged her both physically and mentally, gaining from these the ability
to take control during incidents, especially in the form of prevention. Not
surprisingly, it was these abilities and flair that led to her selection as a delegate
for Surf Life Saving Northern Region’s annual lifeguard exchange with the

When asked what it is she loves about surf lifesaving, what brings her back
season after season, she replies simply and honestly, “We all have seasons
where in part you question your level of involvement. We all have times when
we say this one is the last, but the reality is we keep going back, and it’s the
people who draw you back.”

Californian district of Huntington Beach City in 2004. This exchange tradition,
founded in 1964, serves the purpose of giving lifeguards the opportunity to
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kiwi kids to learn surf safety this summer thanks to CallSouth
CallSouth sponsorship

kiwi kids to learn

surf safety this summer

thanks to CallSouth
More than 40,000 New Zealand school children will benefit from boogie boards donated to Surf Life Saving New Zealand
(SLSNZ) by Oamaru based telecommunications company CallSouth this summer.
The 1,000 CallSouth funded boogie boards were distributed to beaches throughout New Zealand in time for the launch of SLSNZ’s summer Beach Education
programme that kicked off in early December. The boogie boards are an important part of the Beach education programme in teaching core water safety skills to
children nationwide.
CallSouth chief executive Peter Roborgh says CallSouth’s support of the Beach Education programme is something the company, and its customers, take very
seriously. “The iconic kiwi summer at the beach is an important part of our national identity and we want it to be as enjoyable and as safe as possible for everyone.”
SLSNZ, Chief Executive Geoff Barry says CallSouth’s gift of 1,000 boogie boards will be instrumental in teaching kids how to have fun at the beach – safely.
“With almost 95% of New Zealanders living within 40kms of a beach, we believe education is critical to preventing drowning and injury at our beaches and this has
to start with our kids,” he says.
CallSouth’s support of the national Beach Education programme has also allowed SLSNZ to teach even more children how to be safe in the water through the
establishment of a comprehensive on-line programme used in classrooms throughout the country, Barry says.
Beach Education runs throughout New Zealand for three weeks prior to Christmas and a further three weeks when schools start again in February.
100% Kiwi owned and run, CallSouth was set up in October 2000 to offer a choice of better value tolls and internet related services to New Zealanders.

For information about CallSouth or its’ products visit www.callsouth.co.nz or phone 0508 66 88 77.

Sign up with CallSouth and raise funds for your club

CallSouth telecommunications – proudly 100% New Zealand owned – has come up with a great way for you to
raise funds for your local surf lifesaving club – while saving money on your home phone bill!
CallSouth will donate $30 to your club for every person that signs up to CallSouth’s calling services and quotes your club name – line and internet
services are available too. And this isn’t restricted to club members only – have your friends and family switch to CallSouth and they too can help raise
money for your surf lifesaving club. Fundraising couldn’t be easier – and CallSouth’s calling, landline and internet deals couldn’t be better!
For more information phone CallSouth on 0508 66 88 77. * Terms & conditions apply. ** Offer closes 28 February 2006. *** Donation will be sent June 2006.
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surf life saving new zeland championships
oakura new plymouth 2006

new zealand community trust

surf life saving championships

oakura march 17-19
This years New Zealand
Championships ‘demanded’ changes.
Despite the near perfect conditions the sea and weather provided the
programme was not completed until 8pm on Sunday night. That was the

in one ‘chunk’, This means in many cases events will run to completion
– heats, semis and then finals. Only then would the next discipline begin.
Competitors can still compete across more than one age group but a ‘no hold’
policy, together with almost certain clashes means competitors attempting to

most obvious sign. Team manager surveys together with key official debriefing

cash in on multiple age groups will be taking a punt on a start.

revealed common issues. There was a clear demand for change.

The most ‘obvious’ change was the decision to delete R and R from the

The more significant change, but perhaps less obvious, is the change in

programme. Not an overnight decision, this was first mooted in 2001 when

the key officiating roles. Alan (Hose) Thompson has been appointed Chief
Referee. After accepting the appointment, Alan formed an Event Management
committee (Alan Thompson, Mark Weatherall and Brian Velvin) and they are
evolving the programme and key policy to support their decisions. Their next
step was to appoint and meet with the key officials to evolve planning further.

six place R and R was removed, however, four place was granted a reprieve
and remained in the programme. The next review in 2004 again raised R and
R as an ongoing issue, most strongly through an inability to judge it. Again it
was granted a reprieve but with an expectation of a commitment by Districts
to support an investment in officiating. However, the 2004 R and R officials’

This meeting took place in November.

course was cancelled through lack of interest.

As a snap shot, the programme will be changed to deliver most disciplines in

Hose and his team may not get it ‘perfect’ in year one but he has assembled a

‘chunks’. For example, expect all Beach Flags to be contested and completed

team committed to doing the very best for the key participants – the competitors.

nz masters champs
Delivering the NZ masters event is something a local Club often provides as an
extension to the NZ Surf Life Saving Championships being held.As they did the
last time the nationals were held in New Plymouth, East End Club has taken
the opportunity and extends an invitation to all Masters (30 +) Lifeguards to
compete at the NZ Masters 2006 at East End beach. The day will incorporate
standard race events

R and R lives on...
A special invite to those R & R people out there! The Club offers the challenge
to gather up the ‘old crew’ to compete in these events. The four and six
place events can be made up of any gender/ age. The six place can be
‘fixed’ positions if necessary. The Club also encourages any Surf Officials to
be involved in the day [If Officials wish to receive the souvenir pack you will
need to pay the entry fee]. Fun is the aim of the day, but an avenue to revive
forgotten skills and giving those who need to prove themselves a chance to do
Keen to ensure equipment is not a barrier, East End will make every effort to

that as well.

Eligibility Must be over 30yrs old as at 1st March 2006, and hold a SLSNZ
Lifeguard Award (Surf Medallion) Refresher is not required. You must also have
signed the liability disclaimer on the entry form.

AGE GROUPS 5 yearly (30-34, 35-39, etc) for individual events. All team
events open, ladies, or mixed.

Events - start time 10am (in no particular order)
6 Place R & R 	Surf Race + Teams (4)

4 Place R & R

Board Race	Ski Race

Board Relay (3)

Ski Relay (3)

Canoe Races

Beach Sprints

Beach Flags

Beach Relays (4)

Iron Man

Taplin (3)

Diamond Lady

The days events will conclude by 3.00pm.

have spare reels, canoes, ski’s & boards available for anyone requiring them.
A note of your requirements on your entry form would assist. Live
entertainment, refreshments & food will be provided before, during, & after
prize-giving, so make plans for an enjoyable & very social occasion.

Event RULES
1. Standard competition rules will apply as per R&R Manual (1988) and
Surf Sport Competition Manual (7th Edition) 2004.

2. Competitors must have gained Surf Medallion but refresher not required.
3. All team events will be open, ladies, or mixed (to make up a team if necessary)
4. Come along, join in & have fun.
Entry details are available on www.surflifesaving.org.nz – key word ‘Masters’
For further information, please contact: Neville Nodder, Organiser, East End
SLSC, (06) 756 6558 or 021 0586 365 or email snibbles69@hotmail.com
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membership programmes
patrol captains workshop - coaching conference

membership

programmes
Patrol Captains workshop
Promoting Patrol Captains as undervalued the national leadership group
convinced SLSNZ to invest in a national patrol captains conference.
After nearly two years in the national leadership programme the group felt
strongly that the patrol captains in clubs filled critical roles but the present
investment in SLSNZ’s lifeguard programme, specifically targeting that
group did not reflect their importance.
Two national conferences were held, one in Auckland on 24/25 September
for Northern Region and Bay of Plenty members. The second, held in
Masterton on 9/10 October catered for South Island members and the
lower North Island. Most Clubs took the opportunity provided and 151
patrol captains attended the two day events.
The main purpose for targeting patrol captains was to improve
organisational literacy, develop their skills and reinforce the critical role
Patrol Captains play, for example the influence they have on inducting and
retaining new members.
“Organisational frustration comes from a lack of understanding the bigger
picture or where one fits in to it”, says Nathan Hight, a leadership group
member.
“The SLSNZ Leadership Group have attempted to educate NZ patrol
captains about how they fit in and contribute to the bigger picture to
increase the understanding.”
Aspects discussed were the role of Clubs, Districts and the national body
within organisation strategies. Topical examples were recruitment and
retention and marketing. Communicating the role Patrol Captains and Clubs
play in these key areas, versus the role SLSNZ plays was a key part.
“Hopefully the participants now feel more comfortable about what they are
doing and why, at both an operational level and a strategic level.”
As well as learning about the organisation, club captains were given an
opportunity to make their own Surf Life Saving advertisements which
were shown at a formal dinner on the Saturday night. The purpose of the
advertisement sessions were to provide an understanding of the critical role
patrol captains played in the public’s perception of surf life saving, and its
members.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand funded the project and the SLSNZ
Leadership group managed and delivered the two, two day programmes.
Surveying participants knowledge and understanding both pre and post the
event proved the programme was successful at meeting its objectives.
The 2003/2005 leadership group consisted of 16 members who
participated in the two year programme.
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tube
Coaching conference
LEADERSHIP, ALIGNMENT and CAPABILITY are three

Barry himself has spent a lifetime coaching, initially through his own champion

key words in Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s

Club South Brighton, but better known for his eight years as New Zealand Team

(SLSNZ) vision.

coach, ending his term on a high winning the World Championships in 1998.

Three guiding words that ultimately drive the allocation

Both Barry and Gordon believe that many Coach Development models focus on

of resources for SLSNZ. The emphasis of each may

accreditation of coaches rather than a fully integrated approach.

change over time but SLSNZ believes delivering against

“Developing coaches is not just a case of having them complete the accreditation

these will provide for a positive future.

requirement. Development is about support, networks, pathways, recognition

While you might not find the word coaching written

and ongoing communication. Accreditation is important, but it’s only part of a

in surf life saving’s purpose, vision or critical success

coaches development. Certainly we used to work to a numbers game in the late

factors phrases such as ‘enhancing membership

1990’s, but it did little for coach development,” says Gordon.

satisfaction’, ‘improved capability’ and ‘leadership’ have

More than just words, Gordon delivered surf life savings first national Coach

helped drive an increased investment in coaching.

Conference. Forty-eight coaches from throughout New Zealand, and several from

“When a District struggles to appoint a representative

Australia, spent two days at the Millennium Institute in Auckland.

team coach, or programmes are failing at Club level

The conference provided an opportunity for a range of coach development

through a lack of coaches we know there is a need to

activities. Speakers included Graeme Robson, Coach Support Manager from

develop this critical area” says SLSNZ CEO Geoff Barry.

NZ Academy of Sport – North, Mike McHugh National Coach Consultant from

“Through a review of our strategic direction eighteen

SPARC, Geoff Barry – SLSNZ CEO, John Bryant - SLSNZ National Coach, Cory

months ago Surf Life Saving identified Coaching as one

Hutchings – three-time World Ironman Champion and two practising coaches

of three key areas that required priority attention.”

from Australia – Brad Stokes and Jason O’Pray.

In June 2004 SLSNZ pursued its investment in coach

Conference participants had the opportunity to discuss topics from talent

development, with the support of Sport and Recreation

identification, to athlete empowerment, to planning to skill specific sessions.

New Zealand [SPARC], by creating a dedicated resource

Additionally, as with many conferences, there was plenty of time for coaches,

in its office. Carl Gordon, the Assistant Coach of the

some who have never met each other, to network and discuss relevant issues

New Zealand team to the 2004 World Championships,

and points of interest.

took up the new role in September that year.

Two weeks later, Gordon assembled a hand picked group of Coach Mentors to

“The attention we are giving coach development will

provide training for the next stage of coach development. Each District will have a

have far greater benefits to surf lifesaving than ‘just’

Coach Mentor and their role is to work with practising coaches within the District

improved outcomes at our events. It is apparent to

and provide a support structure to compliment New Zealand wide programmes.

us that sustainability of our organisation is linked to
recruitment and retention and for people joining our
Clubs, the first experiences they have with coaches and
instructors will greatly influence how long they stay. The
more ‘competitive’ we are in offering quality experiences
to our members then they will stay longer and hence

“Too often in all sorts of workshops and courses people are energised then
sent them back home in isolation with little follow up. The conference planted
the seed, now we want to continue to nurture it both for the individual coaches
benefit, but more importantly to build the coaching resource in Districts and thus
provide longer term sustainability,” says Barry.

our sport and ability to provide our essential lifesaving

“Investing in our coach capability is all about ensuring we actually have the people

service will continue to grow,” says Barry.

to deliver programmes to support our members’ aspirations.”
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Period
1 May to 30 November

Winner announced
19 December

...then, monthly during peak season
December

16 January

January

20 February

February

20 March

March

18 April

April

15 May

obituary
paul kent

2006
international
lifesaving
conference
The 2006 International Lifesaving
Conference is being run by SLS
Australia in conjunction with
Rescue 2006 in Geelong
from February 17-19th at
Deakin University.

Obituary

Paul
Byron
Kent
26 December 1947 – 23 August 2005
The funeral for Paul Kent at the Horowhenua Event
Centre [the local Catholic Church was not big enough]
on the 27th August the overriding theme by those
invited to speak was his priorities. And without
exception everyone recognised that his family came
first.
Most people involved in surf lifesaving or swimming

would have known Paul Kent, a competitor, mentor, official and respected
expert. A battler from the start, Paul contracted polio at an early age and was
not expected to be robust, strong and healthy. But the experts forgot to tell

The conference is aimed at Clubs and aptly

his parents, Stan and Eileen and in fact Paul himself.

titled “Strong Clubs, Safe Beaches”

His family often recall that swimming played a huge part in Paul’s progress and

Registrations were invited from SLSNZ

development into a strong and healthy adult. It was no surprise then that Paul

members and over 20 have registered for the

immersed himself in water sports – surf lifesaving, swimming and water polo.

conference with a good span of Clubs being

The Kent family lived on a road that overlooked Worser Bay in Wellington

represented.

and it was natural that they all gravitated towards that club. His sister,

The programme includes key note and

Valerie joined Scorching Bay Ladies just around the coast at the entrance to

concurrent sessions on the following topics:

Wellington harbour.

• Challenges to Surf Life Saving

Paul threw himself into club life and excelled in surf race and R&R events.

• Member Safety and Wellbeing
• Growing the business of Surf Life Saving
• Youth retention
• Leadership development
• Club structure/Governance
• Changing face of volunteerism
In addition to the 20 members attending,
SLSNZ will also be represented at the

With mentors and teammates such as Chris Billing, Richard Arnold, Rex Verry,
Dave Henderson and Dave Coulter, Paul had a wonderful grounding in club
life. His expertise was recognised to the extent that he was co-author of the
1992 rewrite of the R&R Competition Manual. On completing his Accountancy
Degree, Paul accepted a position with chartered accountants in Levin in 1973.
He found that the local Surf Life Sasving Club was in need of rejuvenating,
just the sort of project he found very much to his liking. His services to surf
lifesaving was recognised with a New Zealand Service Award in 1988.

conference by its Chairman Graeme Cullen

In his address to the assembled at the funeral, the Mayor of Levin, Brendan

who will sit on the panel of international leaders

Duffy, a close friend and Levin-Waitarere SLSC member, recalled how Paul had

delivering one of the key note sessions.

an uncanny ability to extract support and sponsorship dollars from the local

The conference is a great opportunity for
New Zealand and international life saving
leaders to further their understanding of the

community and business. He also found support for the local swimming club.
Over a period of years Paul and those around him rebuilt Levin-Waitarere to
one of the leading clubs in New Zealand. Paul’s wife, Lorraine was also an

dynamics of lifesaving and to share their ideas

outstanding aquatic athlete in the pool and in surf.

and experiences. Building towards the future is

Paul’s positions as a surf official and pool referee ensured that he was closer

the focus of the conference.

than anyone to witness his sons and those members of his extended family
successes and would be the first to congratulate them with his trademark
enthusiasm and smile.
As a measure of Paul’s standing in the community and sporting fraternity, there
were in excess of 1,500 mourners to bid him farewell.
Paul Kent was 57. He was in it for life.
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the best sporting programme this summer
surf life savings calender of top events

the best sporting
programme this
summer
northern regional championships (nrc’s)
mt maunganui, 28/29 january

The largest regional event in New Zealand, the NRC’s are a partnership between Northern Region,
Bay of Plenty and Gisborne.
Grown in size and success through an innovative programme and events the NRC’s are a key part of our event programme. Lifeguards from most
Districts now travel to Mt Maunganui to take part.
Last years event was challenged by huge swells and provided a real challenge to competitors. With those in the north enjoying a long weekend (Anniversary
weekend) and the NZ Surf League the following weekend, with another long weekend (Waitangi weekend) – a great chance to make a ‘week of it’!

lion foundation surf league
mt maunganui, 4/5 february

The best of the best will battle it out at Mt Maunganui during Waitangi weekend.
Eight District teams go head to head over the two day event. Just 13 lifeguards in each team, they must compete in Swim, Board, Ski, Beach,
Ironman, IRB and Canoe disciplines. Last year the Mt Maunganui shore break provided spectacular action that had the 2,500 strong crowd
captivated as crews battled the elements. Teams were thankful they had back up equipment as canoes took a hammering close to shore.
The Surf League will be televised TV2 March 5, 12 & 19th.
Support your team and enjoy a long weekend at the Mt this Waitangi weekend.

On Sunday, spectators will have the chance to win a Holden prize, to be drawn at the close of the event.
All you have to do is enter on the day and be present at the draw.
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

ocean athlete championships
mt maunganui, 3/4/5 march

Now in its fifth year the NZ Under 14 Champs always receive accolades from children, parents and Clubs.
It’s about finding champions, but also giving our younger members the chance to be a champion. The event began in 2000 as an initiative of
Sensor Promotons. Such was the success and feedback by members, SLSNZ entered into a partnership with Sensor to grow the event so
JunorSurf had a national championship.
With around 35 Clubs travelling to the Mt each year the event is now firmly entrenched in most Junior Surf Clubs annual plan. Tracking through
todays emerging stars, almost all have come through the ranks at Ocean Athletes.

new zealand community trust

surf life saving championships
oakura beach, 17/18/19 march

The NZ Championships provide the chance to win the ultimate title. Lifeguards can win national titles and
also earn points toward the top Club trophy, which sees some fierce rivalry between old foes.
Midway Club topped the charts last year with one of the largest wins in the Alan Gardner Trophy’s history.
East End SLSC is hosting a Masters event on the Thursday prior to the NZ Championship starting on Friday. With competitors, officials and
supporters around 2,000 members will converge on Oakura Beach.
From midday Sunday all key finals will be contested in the central arena. For the first time in many years, this years event will be televised and
play on TV2, the following Sunday.

nz bp surf rescue championships
paekakariki, 1/2 april

The second national event to be held in Wellington this year, the NZ IRB Championships largely attract a
different member group to the ‘nationals’.
With a record number of entries at he North Island Championships held early December, it is expected round 35 Clubs will enter the NZ
Championships. A chance to test the rescue skills used in nearly 60% of all Rescues on our beach each year, these lifeguards take the
event seriously.
South Island Club Sumner will be looking to retain their title as top NZ IRB Club.
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huey the god of surf
interview with graeme cullen

huey the god of surf
Like a wetsuit so perished it stands up by
itself, I thought my time was due but I got
an invite to the national awards weekend
in Wellington and a chance to meet all the
Life Members in one sitting. It was like the
seagull feather on that sandcastle turret,
the ultimate thing you want to be part of.
The carrot - I get to meet the boss, bigger
than Ben; this was the Chairman of the
Board. Walnut board table, Scotch in the
top draw. Thirty-seven Life Members and a
pinstripe suit to talk to. Geoff Barry called
this paradise.
The band is in full swing, couples on the floor, the pinstripe suit sits, waiting for glory. I spot
my target, an accountant sitting at the head table, working out the band’s cost on a per
song basis. A break every five minutes. Each song close to $80 he reckons.
H: Mr Cullen?
G: Graeme.

H: OK. Good band.
G: CDs would be cheaper.

H: Right. An accountant, even in his spare time. Your wife seems happy enough. Nice looking
bloke, you know him? In the corner of my eye one of the young Fraser boys is repeating his heroic
rescue of the year story, swaying. Uh huh - that’s your mother mate.
H: Anyway, I was going to talk to some of the lifies, but they’re all in bed. You’re the boss, the top
man of surf. May I? I reach deep and gently place my new dictaphone on the table... close to the
napkin. Tell me about surf, mate. How’d you get into it?
G: When I was a kid I used to hang around at Waihi Beach at my cousin’s surfboard and lilo hire business. His shack was
right next to the surf club (in front of the old roller skating rink). My cousin was also a member of the surf club and had
been for years. I joined the main club when I was 12 as a cadet, earned my RLSS Bronze Medallion at 13 and did my Surf
Bronze (Lifeguard Award) just before I turned 14. In those days the exam involved doing all four positions in a four-place
R&R as well as an exam a bit like the modern one.

H: Four-place - funny thing to try to race for? Wonder what colour medal you got when you were
fourth ? I heard you fell out of the IRB last week. Ashamed? Being the boss and falling out I mean.
G: No.

H: Apparently the captain is supposed to go down... Wow, look at her go, she could be a captain.
A short little brunette has caught my eye. Neil Diamond’s Sweet Caroline is in full swing and she can
swing. So what does the Board do? They’ve never done a beach inspection when I’ve been on
patrol.
G: The Board employs the Chief Executive, establishes the strategic framework the CEO works within, and supervises the
CEO’s performance.
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Surf Sports - a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

with... graeme cullen
H: The song changes, a tango. I imagine Mr Cullen and Geoff

H: Wow, every kid’s dream, being rostered on patrol with your

Barry, not a rose but a dagger in the clasp of the jaw, the pace

Dad. Surf seems a pretty big part of your life. What do you do

quickens, the lines draw closer... Really, you supervising Mr

in your spare time? Again, she casts a look my way.

Barry... I can’t help but admire this man.

G: I have a relationship with my wife, Carol and I have a career. I run regularly,

G: The Board monitors the membership, stakeholders, the community

support my children’s sporting endeavours and I am still learning to surf. I like

and the rest of the world to help plot a path for the organisation to follow

to eat, drink wine and have fun.

– the challenge is to ensure that the organisation remains relevant to our

H: A relationship with your wife, and Carol. I tried two at once

membership and to our communities. The CEO and the management
team prepare their operating plans within the strategy and policy framework
determined by the Board. The Board does not really do anything; it empowers
other people to do things.

H: The Board doesn’t do anything... Christ, say that at the AGM
tomorrow. OK. What’s it like when you’re sitting at the board
table, swirling the Scotch in your hand and you look out the
window, compared with 10 years ago? I glance at the dance
floor...
G: It took the organisation a long time to learn how to direct and supervise a
significant sized staff. We did not have a history of employing management
staff (beyond a single key administrator). The Directors of the organisation
had to learn a new set of skills and were working in a framework that was not
perfect for the task.
We had a portfolio Board which had a Director and a Manager with overlapping
responsibilities. There was too much interference in day-to-day activities and
nobody looking at the bigger picture. The Board is now a governance board
and has stepped back from day-to-day issues.

H: But who takes responsibility for lifesaving – who’s the
Director of Lifesaving – the one who makes the decisions
about...lifesaving stuff

- not with Carol or his wife, but it was good while it lasted. What
are the three biggest things that face SLSNZ in the next five
years?
G: Firstly, the government’s Drowning Prevention Strategy and the reaction of
our movement to the opportunities it presents.
Secondly, ensuring that kids have the opportunity to join us and have their
own set of outstanding experiences that mean that they are in it for life, helping
other people, developing skills they can take into their professional lives and
being challenged physically.
And thirdly, development of an event that is relevant to our membership that
is team-based and incorporates the key skills and knowledge required by surf
lifesavers – like R&R was when the reel, line and belt were our main frontline rescue tool. There are some patrol-based competitions running in some
Districts that are showing promise in this area.

Thanks boss, I think your wife is coming back. Appreciate your
time. Look, Mr Cullen, I can see you’re pretty passionate, but
if passion is what tonight is about then I gotta go. I give my
dictaphone a quick wipe with the napkin and put it away for later,
just as another great cover comes on - Robbie and ‘Angel’... and
she is.

G: There is no Director of Lifesaving. Our Board has no portfolios, We are all

The next morning I reflect...

responsible for all of our performance. The old Board framework was replaced

I witnessed a luncheon with 37 Life Members and their partners. They

because there were a Director and a Manager who had responsibility for the

chose today’s hero, Cory Hutchings, to present their token of this

same things. Frustrating for staff, the board and probably for the CEO in the

weekend. The oldest gained their award in 1929 and I thought my year

middle. This created a position where there was confusion and there were

was up. I watched these heroes enjoying the limelight. Today (looking at

regular examples of SLSNZ apparently changing its mind - it made SLSNZ

her great silhouette as the curtains are drawn), I realise in 80 years they

quite a difficult organisation to deal with.

are just a small number we have elevated to god status. The Chairman

H: Rumour has it when the NRCs were on in that huge surf this

is just a member, and by comparison I’m just a grommet. Just for this

year, you were on the beach there on patrol in your uniform
– you really are a lifeguard?

weekend, for the next few moments, I will reflect (while she remains still)
on all that is before me... and the service of our Life Members.

G: I do my rostered patrols; I do refresher. The Mount on a big day is pretty

To the Life Members (and Mr Cullen, Carol, and his wife), I salute you, and

good fun! The patrol I belong to is really well organised and I have had the

all that you have given, and continue to give.

pleasure of being in the same patrol as my sons. Patrol 1 at the Mount won
the Club Patrol of the Year award last year with Gareth Scholes in charge, and
with Jay Reeves as PC for the coming season we are keen for a repeat.
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surf life saving new zealand swim champs
kilbirnie pool october 2005

surf life saving

swim champs
On the surface it seems like a slightly unusual event. Seasoned beachies raised on sun, sand and surf suddenly find
themselves on starting blocks diving into chlorinated water, while experienced pool swimmers don flippers and attempt to
negotiate obstacles and carry 50kg manikins.

It is clear that few athletes at the October 2005 Surf Life Saving New Zealand

their inclusion of younger athletes. “They’ve done a wonderful job pulling

Swim Championships are completely in their element, but, as participation

this event together, especially bringing in the U11 and U13 age groups. Our

numbers indicate, this is rapidly becoming a very popular event.

youngest age group at the Australian Pool Champs is U15. The fact that you

Since the inaugural Champs three years ago, participation has increased
by more than half. While the debut event in 2003 attracted 270 entries, this

have got stacks of young kids coming through is really going to bear fruit for
New Zealand in the next two to three years.”

number rose to 360 in 2004 and blossomed to a record 410 entries this

The Australian development squad of 16, which consisted of four Open Men,

year, making it the largest national pool swimming champs in New Zealand.

four Open Women, four U19 Men and four U19 Women, travelled from New

According to Event Coordinator Mark Weatherall, this growth may be set to

South Wales and Queensland for the competition as part of their preparation

continue. “We’re really happy with the number of people who participated. We

for the World Championships in Melbourne this February. “To come across

could easily crack 500 next year if we wanted to, but we’d probably need to

here was just fantastic,” Dowker said. “There are not a lot of pool events

spread it across another day.”

that they can go to and they really need as much racing experience as they

Difficult decisions regarding the future duration and nature of the Swim
Champs are due to be made shortly when SLSNZ reviews the event. “It’s a
catch 22,” Weatherall said. “We are really keen for it to keep growing, but
if it does we may need to consider splitting the age groups and we would
then risk losing the unique atmosphere that comes from bringing a variety

can get.” Several of the Open athletes who competed in Wellington are in
the running for the Australian Team, which is due to be named at the end of
November. According to SLSNZ Coach Manager Carl Gordon, having them at
the competition provided a good benchmark to gauge where New Zealand’s
elite athletes are at.

of athletes together.” The competitors at this year’s event ranged from eight

Although the Australians raced strongly during the event, several encouraging

and nine year old newcomers to experienced, prominent surf athletes such

results suggest that New Zealand is set to be very competitive at the Worlds

as Ironman Glenn Anderson. And the kids clearly loved it. Their unrestrained

this February. The first New Zealand record fell in the Men’s Open Line Throw,

excitement and enthusiasm contributed to the event’s positive vibe and their

as Mark Muir pulled Michael Janes (patient) home in 11.33 seconds, swiping

shouts of support filled the Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre in Kilbirnie

just under 2 seconds off the previous time. In the Women’s 200m 4 x 50m

during many of the weekend’s close races. “It’s great to have such a range of

Rescue Medley, a strong New Zealand A Team made up of Georgina and Julia

people in the same place doing the same thing. One of the strengths of this

Toomey, Ayla Dunlop-Barret and Johanna O’Connor came home in 1 minute

event is that the kids get to watch and participate in the same competition as

53.42 seconds, carving just under 1 second off the past time. The final record

their heroes,” Weatherall added.

broken was in the Women’s 200m 4 x 50m Obstacle Relay where the Toomey

Brett Dowker, Team Manager of the Australian High Performance invitational
side which came across for the competition, also commended SLSNZ on
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sisters and Dunlop-Barret, joined by Holly Moczydlowski, beat their Australian
competition and the previous record (by 2.2 seconds) with a time of 2:01.24

Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Difficult decisions regarding the future duration and
nature of the Swim Champs are due to be made
shortly when SLSNZ reviews the event. “It’s a catch
22,” Weatherall said. “We are really keen for it to keep
growing, but if it does we may need to consider splitting
the age groups and we would then risk losing the unique
atmosphere that comes from bringing a variety of
athletes together.”

minutes. Strong individual performances were also produced by Glenn

Despite these negotiations, rivalry with our trans-Tasman neighbours will

Anderson, Michael Buck and Dominic Toomey.

undoubtedly be as fierce as ever in Melbourne next February. According to

Gordon considers continuing to improve New Zealand’s performance in the
pool a key component to achieving international success. “Fifty percent of
the points at the World Champs are done in the pool and 50 percent on
the beach, so you can’t afford to neglect either area if you are trying to win
the competition.” The SLSNZ Swim Champs were initially established with
three major objectives: to create an off-season activity for surf lifesavers
and promote training throughout the winter; to aid in the recruitment of new
members; and to increase the pool swimming standard of high performance
SLS athletes. Although he admits that general pool skills have developed
since 2003, he believes that there is still room for improvement. “It’s really
important that our national squads and teams race this type of event as often
as possible. We don’t send our board or ski-paddlers away with only one race
per year.”
With that in mind, both Gordon and Dowker voiced the benefits of Australia
and New Zealand banding together in the near future, to ensure that elite
athletes continue to develop their skills in the pool. “Sure, when we race
we are enemies and give it our best, but outside the pool we need to come
together and help each other,” Dowker said. This need is exacerbated by
geographical isolation and the fact that Australasia’s European opposition is
investing significant time and money to further their finesse in the pool. Gordon
mentioned the possibility of increasing athletes’ race exposure by creating a
trans-Tasman three-test series, while Dowker saw the potential to establish
Australasian development squads to compete in Europe. Discussions
regarding the possibility of SLSNZ and SLSA working together next year are

one of the three national selectors, Paul Bethel, choosing the New Zealand
side of 12 for this event is not an easy task. “It’s always hard because you
have to make a selective decision between different types of athletes and
try to find the surf/swim balance that will enable you to get maximum points
across a variety of events.” Bethel said that he and his fellow selectors, John
Bryant (Team Coach) and Jason Hutchings, also had to consider the type of
beach environment that the team is likely to face. “We’re expecting the surf to
be pretty flat, which means that we need to be looking for outright swimming
speed as well as skill in the waves. In an event like this, where you’ve only got
six men and women, you can’t specialise too much. You need people who are
flexible and can do some of the pool events as well as some on the beach.
At the end of the day we have to make a call and it’s not always going to be
right.”
Selectors announced the first nine places of the 2006 New Zealand Team at
the conclusion of the Kilbirnie-based event. The athletes who were named
are predominantly beach specialists. They include Morgan Foster (Captain,
South Brighton), Glenn Anderson (Midway), Steven Ferguson (Whangamata),
Nathan Henderson (Currumbin, Australia), Michael Buck (Mairangi Bay), Nikki
Cox (Westshore), Lucy Pengelly (Muriwai), Holly Moczydlowski and Johanna
O’Connor (Mt Maunganui). The remaining three places will be announced
after the Commonwealth Game trials in mid-December. Coach Bryant is
optimistic that the team thus far has a well-balanced mixture of experience
and youth. The Team’s Assistant Coach is Scott Bartlett and their Manager is
Jim Warwick.

already underway.
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angela lawson
awarded medical fellowship

angela lawson

awarded medical
fellowship
Angela Lawson from the Levin-Waitarere Club has been awarded the prestigious Dr. Ian Mackie Medical
Fellowship from the International Lifesaving Federation. The fellowship is a fantastic achievement for
Angela, a medical student in Otago.
The Ian Mackie Medical Fellowship was established to honour the first ILS Medical Commission Chair for
his dedication to lifesaving and his constant attention to the link between medical issues and the practical
application of those issues by lifesavers and lifeguards.
The fellowship is envisioned as a program where an active lifeguard is chosen by criteria to travel to and
participate in future Medical Commission meetings. The Medical Commission envisioned that this would
foster input and dissemination of Medical Commission matters at the critical working lifeguard level.
This year is the first year which the fellowship has been awarded in the memory of Dr Ian Mackie who was
a world renowned water safety expert. He was the National Medical Advisor to Surf Life Saving Australia
from 1976-1996 and was a member of the Australian Resuscitation Council for 14 years representing both
Surf Life Saving Australia and the Royal Life Saving Society. Dr Mackie was the first chair of the ILS Medical
Commission. He published lifesaving scholarly materials for over 4 decades. He received many awards
for his contribution and for his welcoming and inclusive manner. Dr Ian Mackie died in 2002 and the ILS
Dr. Ian Mackie Medical Fellowship is part of the International Lifesaving Federations effort to continue his
great work.
“Angela was one of many highly qualified applicants from all over the world. The selection committee
had a challenging job determining the most outstanding and appropriate recipient. Angela met all of the
objectives of the program,” said Steve Beerman Chair of the Medical Committee of the International Life
Saving Federation.
Angela will be the ILS Dr. Ian Mackie Medical Fellowship recipient for 2006 and 2007. As well as participating
in the discussions of the ILS Medical Committee, she will attend one meeting per year that is relevant to
her interests and project work. Angela will have the opportunity to be mentored by the entire ILS Medical
Committee throughout her ILS Fellowship. She will be encouraged to be an effective medical advisor to
her national lifesaving organisation and to the International Lifesaving community.
“I was stoked to find out that I had received the fellowship, I knew that I was up against some pretty tough
competition from around the world so I didn’t expect to be the recipient. I’ve been involved in Surf at
Levin- Waitarere since I was seven and as you can imagine Surf Life Saving is a major part of my life so
this is an amazing opportunity for me.”
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surf life saving new zealand
memberhip database

membership database
Potential members completing online membership
applications are now a reality.
In early November SLSNZ launched the online membership form. Now a
potential member can complete the form, click ‘submit’ and their application is
sent straight to the Club. If the Club accepts the membership it is automatically
entered in the Club database, with no data entry by the club required.
Clubs running Junior Surf days in particular will find this useful in avoiding the
time-consuming process of completing membership forms and then entering
these into the database.
On the surface the system is relatively straightforward. When the form is

When the Club accepts the membership, the original application is emailed to
the Club, SLSNZ and the District, duplicating the existing paper process. An
email is automatically generated to the successful applicant advising that their
membership is successful and that the applicant will hear from the Club in the
near future.
If the applicant is a transferring member, the original Club will be advised by an
automated email. In the case of an existing member ‘reapplying’, the database
will pick up the duplication and provide a series of options to the applicant.
The objectives of the online membership system and automated emails are to:
•

reduce the need for Clubs to manage a sometimes onerous paper process
and manage multiple copies being sent to various places

completed, it appears in the Club’s ‘pending members’ folder in the database.
If the Club accepts the application, a tick box will move it into the database.

•

eliminate the time spent by Clubs entering new member data

Behind the scenes it is far more complex. When the person submits their

•

reduce errors in data entry from paper forms, translations of handwriting,

application they will receive a copy of the conditions of membership for their
records and be told that the application has been emailed to the Cub. The
Club receives an email advising the member’s details and that they have a new
member in their pending box in the database.

and member duplications.
The link to the online form is on Surf Life Saving’s web page – on the home
page. Clubs are encouraged to promote the online form when completing
new memberships.

2 NEW BOARDS
8’10” ROBUSTLITE CADET BOARD
The best 8’10” Cadet board NZ has ever seen.

Designed specifically for the NZ market – these boards are
hands down more durable than other board around, without any
compromise to speed or performance.
Get your cadets the best, and watch them win! $1250 + gst

8’10” SoftPro

The absolute latest technology in the foamie market, the Bennett
8’10” SoftPro is by far the best soft board around. It will not dent,
includes a flexible fin, finbox, kneepads, a recessed hand grip and
deluxe front and rear straps. $550 + gst

10’6” RACING MAL SPECIAL
$50 off all Bennett 10’6” Racing Mals ordered before 31.01.06
Don’t waste precious funds on anything else!
NZ agents for Bennett Surfboards
Surf Products NZ Ltd
Tel # 021 770 108
info@surfproducts.co.nz
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The highest quality surf life saving equipment used by
New Zealand’s elite. Choose the best. Choose Surﬂine.

a. 189 Awapuni Road, Gisborne, New Zealand w. www.surﬂinenz.co.nz e. surﬂine@newwave.co.nz p. 0800 NEW WAVE f. 06 863 1439
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televsion new zealand sponsorship awards
slsnz scoops 3 awards

tvnz

sponsorship awards
Two of Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s major sponsors, BP and DHL were winners at the annual TVNZ Sponsorship
awards held in late November in Auckland. Lion Foundation was named as a finalist.
The TVNZ Sponsorship Awards are held to recognise
the sponsors marketing programme and how they have
used sponsorship in the marketing mix to strengthen their
brand. The key focus of the awards is to recognise and
encourage corporate brands to work with community and
sporting groups to enhance the profiles and brands of both
organisations. The success of the relationships between the
two parties is also recognised.

DHL
DHL, a freight and logistics company approached Surf Life
Saving New Zealand four years ago wanting to support the
organisation. The similar colours of both DHL and Surf Life
Saving (red and yellow) and the culture and values within
both ensure that DHL and Surf Life Saving are a remarkable
fit sponsorship wise and both benefit greatly from the
association with each other. DHL’s support has enabled

DHL edged out both Vodafone, major sponsors of rugby

SLSNZ to embark on a programme it couldn’t previously

league and Fisher and Paykel, sponsors of netball to be

fund of creating stronger brand awareness, primarily through

named the Radio Sport Best National Sports Sponsor. Fiona

the branding of a consistent lifeguard uniform but also

Taag, DHL Marketing & Services Manager accepted

through a public education programme which encompasses

the award.

both Beach Education and broader public education with

BP was named in the supreme awards as The Harvey

the use of billboards, bus backs and television campaigns.

Cameron Best Long Term Sponsor for their 38 year
sponsorship of Surf Life Saving in New Zealand. The award
accepted by BP’s Marketing Manager, Frank Van Hattum
recognised a partnership between the two organisations
which has enabled SLSNZ to develop the best rescue
craft operation of all Surf Life Saving organisations that are

Lion Foundation
After a long history of supporting Surf Life Saving Clubs,
Lion Foundation formed a closer relationship with the
national body, Surf Life Saving New Zealand three years ago.

members of the International Lifesaving Federation. The

The new partnership enabled Surf Life Saving New

joint venture has also created a synergy between the two

Zealand to develop a sound support programme for

brands which has seen the BP brand completely embedded

its Clubs through the Rescue Asset Management Plan

in the culture of Surf Life Saving.

(RAMP). Today the programme is twice the size of the
initial programme started in 2002, it ensures consistency of

The BP Story

equipment, standards and supply, quality rescue equipment

BP and SLSNZ have a remarkable sponsorship spanning

the organisation.

38 years, the longest running corporate sponsorship in New
Zealand. The Sponsorship began when a Worser Bay surf
boat was one of the rescue boats which went to the aid
of the Wahine on April 10 1968 when she struck rocks on
Barrett Reef and subsequently sunk off Wellington’s South
Coast. The local BP station was so impressed with the
efforts of the Worser Bay boat that they began to sponsor
the club. This sponsorship soon grew to be a partnership
with SLSNZ, instrumental in the development and design
of the current IRB. The IRB is now an essential piece

at minimal prices and significant costs savings throughout

In 2005 Lion Foundation expanded its support to the New
Zealand Surf League, New Zealand’s premiere Surf Life
Saving event. With the assistance of Lion Foundation,
SLSNZ now owns both the event itself and the TV
production. SLSNZ has been able to take it from a one
off TV programme to three weeks of programming and in
doing so has increased the synergy between the sport stars
competing also being the lifeguards who rescue people at
the beach.

of equipment on every patrolled beach in New Zealand,
proudly displaying the BP Brand, BP IRB’s were responsible
for over 60% of the 2061 rescues made on NZ beaches last
summer.
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surf life saving new zealand
our strategy

2005+

our lifesaving strategy
People are drowning at beaches throughout New Zealand. Unfortunately the vast majority occur at times when our Surf Lifeguards are not patrolling or at locations
where there are no patrols. The National Lifesaving Strategy provides a framework to do something about this. It intends to best meet the provision of all surf
lifesaving activity in New Zealand through to 2010.
It is imperative that any strategy has clear and obvious connections to our purpose - ‘preventing drowning and injury at New Zealand beaches’. It would be
prudent to assume that reducing drowning in the ‘surf turf’ is at the core of the strategy. Upstream it is the means for the organisation to substantially contribute to
‘a watersafe New Zealand, free from drowning’.

So, what’s the strategy all about?
Surf Life Saving has identified the four causal factors associated with drowning and set realistic and achievable goals to counteract each of these factors. Five
interrelated objectives support these goals and together will provide the framework for coordinating work under the strategy.

1. People drown because of ignorance, disregard
or misunderstanding of the hazard. Surf Life

2. People drown because they are uninformed or have
unrestricted access to the hazard. By taking the

Saving must aim to educate and inform by increasing
knowledge through quality public education and
awareness. This increase in knowledge will lead
to positive beach behaviour and in turn
ensure the beach-going public of New
Zealand participates wisely and safely
in our environment. Public education
may be one of the more difficult
objectives to quantitatively measure
against; however, it is critical to the
success of the strategy.

3. People drown because
of a lack of supervision
or surveillance. ‘Lifesaving
services’ covers preventative and
rescue aspects. Such services are
often the last chance for people in
trouble in the ocean. To say we are
experts in our field we need to build on
our foundations and fill gaps innovatively. We
must ‘think outside the square’ when it comes
to providing quality services.Call-out squads and
support services will need to be taken to new levels to
achieve this objective.

high ground, providing warnings and denying access
where possible, Surf Life Saving will create safer
environments at New Zealand beaches. Surf
Lifeguards cannot be everywhere all of
the time. It is important we understand
where the hazards are in our turf and
be innovative in managing these
hazards. Central to the objective
of safer environments is personal
responsibility.

4. People drown
because of their inability
to cope once in difficulty.
A determined effort to increase
survival skills will contribute to a
population of New Zealanders who
can use the country’s many beaches
safely and skilfully. The fact that hazards
exist at beaches means we must look for ways
to increase the ability of people to survive in an
environment they are unfamiliar with.

At the core of the strategy is direction and effective coordination. This means policy development and resourcing; reviews along with essential research and
development will infiltrate all parts of Surf Life Saving and ultimately contribute to work under each of the goals.
Remember, this strategy aims to reduce drowning in our turf. A record 2061 lives saved last season highlights the fantastic role we already play in this. These firm
foundations will enable us to target priority areas such as public education, standard aquatic signage, support services and lifeguard training and development.
Brett Sullivan, NZ Lifesaving Manager, brett.sullivan@surflifesaving.org.nz ph +44 4 382 7205
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northern lifeguards launch season
dhl refresher day

auckland lifeguards

launch season
Surf Lifeguards took to the beach on 16 October to mark the beginning of the surf lifesaving season. Over 200 lifeguards
were present at Auckland’s Takapuna Beach to be retested on their lifeguarding skills and become qualified for another
busy summer at the beach.
“Surf lifeguards in New Zealand saved more lives last summer than ever

As well as being an opportunity for lifeguards to refresh their qualifications, the

before,” says Geoff Barry, Chief Executive of Surf Life Saving New Zealand.

lifeguarding day was also a chance to educate the public, with TV1, TV3 and

“Without lifeguards on our beaches, over 2000 lives would have been lost. It’s

the New Zealand Herald running features on the day.

vital that, as a proactive community service, surf lifeguards are highly skilled

The day was kicked off with a lifeguard demonstration, combining the

and proficient in the essential job they do.”

Westpac Rescue Helicopter, inflatable rescue boats (IRBs) and jet skis to

As an acknowledgement of the 2061 lives saved on New Zealand beaches

‘rescue’ a number of patients. The busy beach came to a standstill as the

last summer, 2061 helium balloons were released at lunchtime.

Westpac Rescue Helicopter hovered above the water, winching a lifeguard

“It’s often hard to grasp the concept of 2000 lives saved in a single season,

and ‘patient’ back to the shore.

but the sight of 2061 balloons heading skyward was a pretty powerful
motivator to start the season. As we look to the summer ahead, it is important
to recognise the work New Zealand’s volunteer surf lifeguards undertook every
weekend at New Zealand’s beaches,” says Barry.
“Programmes like Piha Rescue have been instrumental in educating the wider
public about the dangers at some of our most popular beaches; however,
people still continue to underestimate the very real danger of swimming at our
beaches.”

ARANCIa RESCUE CRAFT
designed & developed for surf life saving
Proud to be associated with surf life saving for over 25 years

Wilsco fuel tanks also available to order visit our website
www.arancia.co.nz for global & local shots of arancias in actions
arancia industries LTD
PO box 56585
Dominioin Road
Auckland
ph +64 9 815 0469
fx +64 9 815 0468
mb +64 21 774 867
EM	 info@arancia.co.nz
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advertising
email communications@surflifesaving.org.nz to place your ad in the next issue

IRB Trailer
Motor Trolley
Mobile Patrol Tower
Patrol Flag Poles
Patrol Flag Tripod
Signs Danger
Rip Danger
Swim between the flags
Patrol Board Stand
Custom-made Gear Trailers

$1580.00
$310.50
$2677.50
e $51.00
e $114.00
e $139.95
e $67.50
e $96.53
$58.08
Price on enquiry

The above prices are ex-factory and GST inclusive

HAVE A SAFE SURF SEASON

brainwave

Mike Mead, Brainwave
mobilE 021 678 700
Ph & FX 03 388 9033
email mike@brainwave.net.nz
WEB www.brainwave.net.nz
POST PO Box 2702 Christchurch
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Xfactor Ski
one of the quickest on the market
$2500.00
Xfactor Double Ski
adjustable footwells & twin rudder
$4500.00
Top Cat Double Hull Surf Canoe
new design proves to be a winner
$9400.00
Molokai Long Distance Ski
specifically for long distance racing
$2200.00
K1 Vanquish from
$2100.00
K2 Scorpian from
$4200.00
Kajner Paddles
$350.00
Bullet Proof Paddles
$265.00
Canoe Paddles x 4
$1200.00
Boards
6 foot Nipper
$507.00
8 foot Nipper
$619.00
8’10”
$1340.00
10’6”
$1620.00
3.2m Club Rescue
$960.00
All prices include GST
Agent for Forcefield lifesaving
equipment, plus we also have a range
of multi sport boats and manufactured
outriggers (OC6 & OC1) available.
Brainwave is now a registered
Australian Surf Equipment
Manufacturer.

Performance products for the performance minded.

71B Patiki Rd
PO Box 19 111, Avondale
Auckland, New Zealand
T: +64 9 820 0744
F: +64 9 820 0746
E: sales@covertex.co.nz
W: www.covertex.co.nz

safer beaches.
For over 37 years we’ve been
helping to keep beaches safe.
So thanks to our people in
yellow and red.....and green.

Every year thousands of
ordinary New Zealanders
patrol our beaches so we
can enjoy the water.
But even before they give
up their weekends and
spare time to protect us,
they must complete hours
of intensive training.
They aren’t in it for
the money and they
certainly aren’t in it for the
recognition...

www.surflifesaving.org.nz

